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Whoopi Goldberg Asks If White People Need to Get
Beaten to Death by Police
By Collin RuggJanuary 30, 2023Updated: January 30, 2023

During Monday morning’s episode of ‘The View’, co-host Whoppi Goldberg reacted
to the death of Tyre Nichols who was beaten to death by f ive black police off icers.
Despite the fact that Nichols was killed by black off icers, the left is intent on
blaming the death on white people as well as ‘racism.’
On her show, Goldberg asked if  white people need to start being killed by police
off icers for America to start taking police brutality seriously.
It is worth noting that more white people are killed by police off icers each year
than black people.
“Do we need to see white people also get beaten before anybody will do anything?
I’m not suggesting that, so don’t write us and tell me what a racist I am,” she said
as she tried to cover for herself.

WATCH:

Goldberg has a history of racist rhetoric.
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About 10 months ago, Goldberg was suspended from “The View” after she claimed
the Holocaust was not about race. She initially apologized about the comments
however her apology appears to not be sincere considering just this week, she
made another similar remark.
“Remember who they were killing f irst. They were not killing racial; they were killing
physical. They were killing people they considered to be mentally defective. And
then they made this decision,” she said.
As noted by journalist Janice Turner, the Nazi’s actually created race laws agains the
Jews.
“Nazis saw Jews as a race,” Turner said.
“Yes, but that ’s the killer, isn’t it? The oppressor is telling you what you are. Why are
you believing them? They’re Nazis. Why believe what they’re saying?” she blasted.
“It doesn’t change the fact that you could not tell a Jew on a street,” Turner
continued. “You could f ind me. You couldn’t f ind them.”
“But you would have thought that I’d taken a big old stinky dump on the table, butt
naked,” she said while referring to comments made by Goldberg on “The View.”
“Whoopi Goldberg – 1 million Jews were murdered in Auschwitz alone, so take a
lesson from @AuschwitzMuseum. Hitler targeted Jews for annihilation arguing that
we are a distinct and inferior race. Stop distorting history. It ’s offensive to every Jew
murdered in the Holocaust,” tweeted Boundless Israel co-founder Aviva Klompas.

“Whoopi is at it again, repeating the very same nonsense about the Holocaust she
‘apologized’ for months ago! Whoopi is so ignorant she claims Nazi genocide was
‘not about race’ even though Africans were also murdered as ‘racial inferiors’ just
like Jews! @TheView is her enabler,” said Democrat new York Assemblyman Dov
Hikind with an attached video where he called her “ignorant,” “stupid” and
“uneducated.”
“You’re entitled to say whatever you want to say. This is America,” Hiking added. “But
ABC does not need to give you a platform.”


